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Abstract. The nucleosynthesis in the first massive stars may be constrained by observing the
surface composition of long-lived very iron-poor stars born around 10 billion years ago from
material enriched by their ejecta. Many interesting clues on physical processes having occurred
in the first stars can be obtained based on nuclear aspects. First, in these first massive stars,
mixing must have occurred between the H-burning and the He-burning zone during their nuclear
lifetimes; Second, only the outer layers of these massive stars have enriched the material from
which the very iron-poor stars, observed today in the halo of the Milky Way, have formed. These
two basic requirements can be obtained by rotating stellar models at very low metallicity. In
the present paper, we discuss the arguments supporting this view and illustrate the sensitivity
of the results concerning the [Mg/Al] ratio on the rate of the reaction 23Na(p,γ)24Mg.

1. Some puzzling abundance patterns
If a particularly imaginative theoretician would have imagined the composition of very metal-
poor stars formed from the ejecta of the first stellar generations, she/he would likely never have
succeeded to explain the very strange abundance patterns shown by these stars. The fact that
they present very low iron is per se not a surprise, but the fact that they present very strong
overabundances of carbon with respect to iron is at first sight astonishing. Moreover, other
light elements like nitrogen, oxygen, sodium, magnesium and aluminum also show excesses with
respect to iron1. So the question is which kind of sources can predict such abundance patterns?
This is the main topic of the present paper. However, before to address that specific question,
it is worthwhile to be aware of a few facts.

The stars we are speaking about are named the Carbon-Enhanced Metal Poor stars. These
stars have clearly much larger [C/Fe] than the bulk of the normal halo stars (Aoki et al. 2007).
Some of them present significant excesses in r- and s-process elements. In that case they are
classified as CEMP-r, CEMP-s or CEMP-r/s stars. Some of them present no or only very small
excesses in neutron-capture elements and are named CEMP-no stars. Presently 46 stars of this
type are known (see table 2 in Maeder & Meynet 2015). The sample increases slowly especially
at the very low metallicity end. A way to illustrate this is to note that the number of stars

1 Actually the abundance ratios of these elements relative to iron are increased with respect to the abundance
ratios in the Sun.
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Figure 1. Left panel: CEMP stars with [Fe/H] < -2.0, [C/Fe] > 0.9 and [Ba/Fe] < 0.9 plotted
in the plane [C/Fe] versus the surface gravity of the stars. Different colors are for main-sequence
and red giant stars. Right panel: Same stars as those plotted in the left panel that have measured
values for the [N/Fe] ratio. The database SAGA has been used to make this plot (see Suda et
al. 2008).

mentioned in the review by Beers & Christlieb (2005) with a metallicity [Fe/H] below -4 was
6. Ten years later, in 2015, about 14 stars have been added in that metallicity range (see e.g.
Frebel et al. 2015), which rises the number to 20. The 20 stars are all CEMP stars except one
SDSS J102915+172927 (Caffau et al 2012).

How did these very metal poor stars form? Why are most of them carbon-rich? Could these
abundances be built by the star itself? If not, what was the nature of the nucleosynthetic sources
that build up their abundance pattern? These questions are the main topics of the next section.

2. Some clues from nuclear considerations
CEMP-no stars are found among main-sequence and evolved red giant stars. In the left panel
of Fig. 1, we can see that the scatter in carbon overabundance is more or less the same for non-
evolved main-sequence (MS) stars and evolved red giant (RG) stars. This supports the idea that
the carbon enrichment is not just an enrichment of only the outer layers of the stars acquired by
the accretion of a thin enriched layer. Would it be the case, then how to explain this similarity
between MS and RG stars? At the red giant stage, a deep convective envelope produces a rapid
mixing and any superficial enrichment would be rapidly diluted and made either unobservable
or at least much smaller than during the MS phase. So what we see at the surface has great
chance to be the bulk composition of the whole star, not just of its surface.

The stars plotted in Fig. 1 are very small mass stars (around 0.6-0.8 M�). These stars cannot
produce any carbon in the stellar evolutionary phases in which they are observed. Thus they
must have inherited these abundances from the protostellar cloud, from which they formed. The
iron content of this protostellar cloud is so low that it must have been enriched by a unique
or maybe two events able to enrich their surrounding in short enough timescales for avoiding
the cloud to be enriched by many other stars that would otherwise increase the iron content
rapidly above the observed level. Thus, the source stars, that produced the enrichment of this
protostellar cloud are very likely short-lived massive stars.

The CEMP-no stars clearly show the signature of H- and He-burning. Concerning H-burning,
one (among many others) signature comes from the fact that most CEMP-no stars present
nitrogen overabundances. This is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. As for the [C/Fe] ratio,
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there is no very relevant differences between MS and RG stars. During the RG phase, some
nitrogen surface enrichment may occur due to the concomitant effects of the CNO cycle operating
in the H-burning shell and the dredge-up due to convection.

There are also very clear signatures of the operation of He-burning reactions. The presence,
at the surface of CEMP-no stars, of high abundances of carbon, element produced by the triple
α reaction, is one of them (see the left panel of Fig. 1). Are CEMP-no stars made of a mixture
of H- and He-burning processed material? Actually, while such a mixture is indeed required,
it is still not sufficient. To see that, let us make a very simple thought experiment. Let us
consider for instance some material having initially a very low metal content, let us say to fix
the idea having a mass fraction of heavy elements (Z) equals to 10−4. If we assume that the
heavy elements are distributed like in the Sun, then the initial abundance of CNO elements in
mass fraction would correspond to about 3/4 of Z, thus of the order of 10−4. Since the CNO
cycle mainly transforms the carbon and oxygen into nitrogen, at the end of the process, the
nitrogen abundance would also be around 10−4. The mass fraction of iron would not change
and will stay around 1/20 of the initial Z, that means 5·10−6, so that in CNO-processed material
one expects a [N/Fe] at most around 1.3 - 0.3 = 1 dex (since the brackets mean relative to the
Sun and (N/Fe)� � 0.3 dex). Actually this is an upper limit, since we assumed a complete
transformation of carbon and oxygen and we did not account for any dilution effect when this
material is mixed with the material processed by He-burning.

Now let us consider the star G77-61 which has a surface gravity of log g= 5.1 and an iron
abundance of [Fe/H] = −4 (Plez & Cohen 2005). That star is the MS star shown at the right
in both panels of Fig. 1. Let us assume that this star was made from the ejecta of a source star
having also a [Fe/H] equal to -4 and a solar distribution of the heavy elements. As explained
above, one would then obtain an upper limit for the [N/Fe] equals to 1, but this is much too
small with respect to the observed value of 2.6. It means that the above scenario is unable to
account for the observed N overabundance. Something is missing. We could argue that the
source star began with a non solar initial composition, for instance which much larger carbon
initial abundance but in that case, it would just shift the problem: how to explain the high
carbon abundance in that previous generation of stars? This simple example shows that just
mixing material processed by H- and He-burning is not sufficient. Actually, in order to produce
the large amounts of nitrogen, it is necessary to assume that some mixing operates between
these two nuclear burning regions. If some carbon produced in the He-core diffuses into the H-
burning region then this would produce much larger amounts of nitrogen. Thus we can conclude
that the abundance patterns of CEMP-no stars provide some clues for the existence of a mixing
mechanism in the source stars having occurred during their nuclear lifetimes.

There is still one more conclusion that we can deduce just from nuclear physics arguments.
We just saw that the abundance patterns of CEMP-no stars present the signature of He-burning,
but this signature does not overwhelm the one of the H-burning process. Too much He-burning
material would produce very high [C/N] ratios due to the fact that carbon is so much more
abundant in the He-burning region than in the H-burning one. This would make impossible to
understand a [C/N] ratio of about 0 in the case of G77-61. It would also be in contradiction
with the very low 12C/13C ratio measured at the surface of this star which is around 5. This
value is equal to the value expected from CNO processing alone (with some carbon produced by
He-burning injected into the H-burning shell to account for the high carbon abundances). If too
much material from the He-burning region would contribute in making the material from which
this star formed, then one would obtain high [C/N] and 12C/13C ratios that are not observed.
This supports the view that no or only a very small amount of the He-burning zone has enriched
that material.
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3. From nuclear considerations to a stellar model
Let us now see how the above conditions can be realized in a star. Having material processed by
H- and He-burning nuclear reactions is per se not constraining since these two nuclear networks
are active in any massive stars. Now we need mixing to occur between these two zones. Meynet &
Maeder (2002a), Hirschi (2007) have proposed that rotation might trigger this mixing, producing
large amounts of nitrogen at low metallicity. Chiappini (2013) in a recent review discusses many
other indications supporting rotational mixing from nucleosynthetic arguments. In brief, the
arguments favoring rotational mixing, and a more efficient mixing at low metallicity are the
following: first the fraction of rapidly rotating stars is larger when the metallicity is decreasing
(Maeder et al. 1999, Martayan et al. 2007). Second the rotational mixing is more efficient, all
other parameters being kept the same, when the metallicity is lower (Maeder & Meynet 2001).
This is due to the fact that stars at low metallicity are more compact. Also, in metal-poor
massive stars, the distance between the H- and He-burning zone decreases since the lack of
CNO elements implies that the H-burning shell occurs at higher temperature and thus in a zone
nearer from the He-burning core. All these considerations produce the interesting situation that
the mixing which is indeed needed at very low metallicity to explain the CEMP-no stars, occurs
only at low or very low metallicity. It is absent at solar metallicity for instance. This is quite
consistent with the fact that at solar metallicity there are no evidences for processes requiring
such mixing like the production of primary nitrogen2.

Another interesting aspect of this kind of models is that they might also produce conditions
for triggering stellar winds even if the source massive star had a very low initial metallicity. This
comes from the fact that the rotational mixing can enrich the surface in CNO elements that
might enhance the opacity of the outer layers during the red supergiant phase and thus triggers
important mass losses through radiatively driven stellar winds (Meynet & Maeder 2002b). The
fact that the matter is ejected with a low velocity may help star formation to occur rapidly
from a mixture of such stellar winds and ISM. The matter ejected at high velocity during the
supernova ejecta might on the other hand escape from the potential well. So we see that rotation
might produce both interesting abundance patterns and at the same time favorable conditions
for star formation to occur rapidly from a mixture of the ejected material with some ISM.

Such a model requires, on the other hand, that the metallicity of the source stars be equal or
higher (in case of dilution) than the metallicity of the CEMP-no stars, because the wind is not
enriched in iron. Thus, in that case, the source star would not be a Pop III star but a very metal
poor massive star of likely second generation. Another possibility would be that the source star
would be primordial. In that case, it is needed that some ejection of iron occurs at the moment
of the faint supernova event as proposed by Umeda & Nomoto (2005). This last scenario could
also occur in case of a non-zero metallicity stars.

At the moment it is difficult to disentangle between these two possibilities. One can wonder
whether in case of Pop III star, there would still be possible to account for the small amounts
of strontium and barium that are observed at the surface of some CEMP-no stars. If these
elements are produced by the r-process then this would indicate some contribution from the
supernova explosion and it could explain their presence even starting from a Pop III star. If
they are produced by the s-process then likely the source star was not a Pop III stars, since in
that case the production of s-process elements might be nearly zero due to the lack of iron seeds
(it might be not completely zero due to the fact that other elements could serve as seeds for
neutron-captures at low metallicity). Further investigations are needed to explore this point.
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Figure 2. Left panel: [Mg/Al] ratio as a function of time in a hydrogen burning box where
we inject 12C, 16O and 22Ne. 6 rates are tested for the reaction 23Na(p,γ)24Mg at T6 = 50 and
65. Tested rates are from Cyburt et al. (2010) (ths8), Angulo et al. (1999) (nacre), Iliadis et
al. (2010) (il10), Caughlan & Fowler (1988) (cf88), Hale et al. (2004) (ha04) and Rauscher &
Thielemann (2000) (rath). Right panel: observed [Mg/Al] distribution for CEMP-no stars.

4. Nuclear reaction rate uncertainties
The results of models for the source stars depends on many physical ingredients such as the way
of treating the rotational mixing for instance. Among the physical ingredients, there is also the
impact of some uncertain nuclear reaction rates. In order to see more clearly what could be the
impact of a given nuclear reaction rate, it is common to study the nucleosynthesis in a box at
a fixed temperature and density and see how the abundances obtained change when different
nuclear reaction rates are used. In Fig. 2, we show the result of such an experiment. The density
is set to 1 g cm−3. The initial abundances in the box are taken from the Hydrogen burning shell
of a 20M� model at the beginning of the core Helium burning phase. The computation is done at
two temperatures T6 = 50 (plain lines) and T6 = 65 (dashed lines) which are typical temperature
of H-shell burning. To model the mixing occurring between the He- and H-burning region, 12C,
16O and 22Ne are injected into the box at constant rates R12C = 10−8 yr−1, R16O = 10−8 yr−1
and R22Ne = 10−10 yr−1. Those rates represents the mass fraction we add per year of a given
element. We chose those species because they correspond in general to the most abundant
species diffusing by rotational mixing from the He-burning core into the H-burning shell of a low
metallicity massive stellar model. The nitrogen produced in the H-shell may diffuse at its turn
into the He-core. The chain 14N(α, γ)18F(,e+νe)

18O(α, γ)22Ne, occurring in the He-core, allows
the synthesis of a large amount of 22Ne, which also diffuses into the H-burning shell. We note
that the amount of 22Ne entering in the H-burning shell is lower (at least 2 dex lower than the
amount of 12C and 16O) so that the rate R22Ne is taken 100 times smaller than the rates R12C

and R16O. Six rates for the reaction 23Na(p,γ)24Mg are tested, taken from the database JINA
REACLIB database (Cyburt et al. 2010).

The duration of the simulation depends on the temperature : the Hydrogen is consumed
more rapidly if higher temperatures are chosen. The injection of 22Ne ignites the Ne-Na chain

2 Primary nitrogen is produced from carbon and oxygen synthesized by the star in its He-burning zone, while
secondary nitrogen is produced from carbon and oxygen already present in the star at its formation and thus
resulting from one (or a few) previous generation(s) of star.
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and also the Mg-Al chain, if the temperature is high enough. T6 = 50 (plain lines) is a too low
temperature for the magnesium to burn into aluminum. Magnesium is then only synthesized,
essentially through the reaction 23Na(p,γ)24Mg. At T6 = 65, the reaction 26Mg(p,γ)27Al becomes
significant so that magnesium is also destroyed, overall reducing the [Mg/Al] ratios compared
to the T6 = 50 case.

These numerical experiments can be used to indicate which rates are still not known with
a sufficient accuracy. Here we see that still large uncertainties pertain the rate of the reaction
23Na(p,γ)24Mg in the low temperature range (T6 = 50− 65), producing therefore very different
outcomes for the [Mg/Al] ratios. On the right panel of Fig. 1, the distribution of the observed
[Mg/Al] ratios in CEMP-no stars is shown. We see that the observed scatter is smaller than the
scatter due to the uncertainties in the nuclear physics. Such test cannot be used to constrain
the nuclear reaction rates, since the final result depends on some arbitrary chosen ingredients of
the numerical experiment, but at least it might show the needs from improvements on the side
of the nuclear physics before some relevant conclusions can be drawn from comparisons between
models and observations.

5. Conclusions
We discussed the possibility of constraining the first massive stars by observing the surface
composition of CEMP-no stars. We suggested that a mixing between the hydrogen and helium
burning region of the source star is necessary to reproduce the abundance pattern of CEMP-
no stars and that only the outer layers should be expelled. These outer layers were likely
expelled through strong winds or by a faint supernova. We also pointed out the need of a better
determination of the 23Na(p,γ)24Mg reaction at relevant temperatures for hydrogen burning.
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